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Geometric Interoperability
With Epsilon Solidity
Geometric data interoperability is critical in industrial applications where geometric
data are transferred (translated) among multiple modeling systems for data sharing and
reuse. A big obstacle in data translation lies in that geometric data are usually imprecise
and geometric algorithm precisions vary from system to system. In the absence of com-
mon formal principles, both industry and academia embraced ad hoc solutions, costing
billions of dollars in lost time and productivity. This paper explains how the problem of
interoperability, and data translation in particular, may be formulated and studied in
terms of a recently developed theory of �-solidity. Furthermore, a systematic classifica-
tion of problems in data translation shows that in most cases �-solids can be maintained
without expensive and arbitrary geometric repairs. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2218367�
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Introduction

1.1 Motivation. Computer aided design �CAD� data transla-
ion, especially solid model translation, has been a challenging
roblem for both industry and academia. The ability to exchange
nd translate data with no or little remodeling effort is a critical
omponent of any scenario where design, manufacturing, and
nalysis applications share geometric models in a truly collabora-
ive fashion. Despite the recent progress, geometric data interop-
rability between different systems remains an elusive goal, cost-
ng industry substantial amounts of time and money �1�. A typical
eometric data translation problem between two systems is illus-
rated in Fig. 1. A geometric representation can be thought of as a
omposition of geometric primitives by rules specific to a given
epresentation scheme. In data translation, such a representation is
ransferred explicitly by various translators. However, the mean-
ng of any representation is determined by the corresponding
valuation algorithms that usually also differ from system to sys-
em. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the evaluation al-
orithms are also transferred implicitly.1 The scenario in Fig. 1
ubsumes many other types of translation problems. For example,
he classical problems of boundary evaluation, boundary represen-
ation �BRep� to constructive solid geometry �CSG� conversion,
nd other types of representation conversions correspond to the
ases when the translations apply also to representation rules but
sually take place within one common system.

Perhaps the most widespread difficulty arises from the mis-
atch between the accuracy of the geometric representation and

he precision of the evaluation algorithms used in a modeling
ystem. For example, if the sending and receiving systems rely on
ifferent precisions, the points on surface intersections may clas-
ify differently �ON or OFF� in the two systems. As a result of
uch data translation, many design, manufacturing, and analysis
asks cannot be performed in the receiving system until the geo-

etric models are either corrected �“healed”� or remodeled. It is
idely believed that many of the geometric data translation diffi-

ulties can be alleviated or bypassed altogether if the geometric
epresentations, and rules in particular, are sufficiently high level.
ranslation of parametric feature-based representations is particu-

arly promising �2�, because such representations are largely sym-

1See Section 3.2 for additional discussion and examples.
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bolic structures with minimal numerical data. However, success of
this approach hinges on existence of standard and formal seman-
tics of parametric and feature-based representations, including
rules for determining boundaries of represented models and valid
ranges of parameters. Development of such semantics is an active
area of research �3–12�, but as of this writing, acceptable formal
models are lacking in a number of important areas, including
blending, persistent referencing, constraints, and validity, to name
a few.

Engineering applications require that all data translations result
in solutions that are valid and consistent with intended use by the
receiving system. Therefore all such solutions must be based on
sound formal principles. Most currently proposed methods for
dealing with data translation rely on the theoretical foundations
laid out by Requicha over 20 years ago �13�. Specifically, it is
widely accepted that a suitable model for a solid object is an r-set,
defined as bounded, semi-analytic, and closed regular subset of
E3. The intuitive notion that every nontrivial solid has a nonempty
interior and a thin boundary is formally captured by requiring that
X=ki�X�, where k, i denote respectively the topological closure
and interior of a set X. With this terminology, a geometric repre-
sentation is deemed valid if it corresponds to at least one r-set,
and two representations are consistent if they represent the same
set of points. The purpose of exact representation conversions is to
produce representations that are valid and consistent in accor-
dance with this theory �13�.

Unfortunately, the above definitions do not apply to modeling
and translation problems in the presence of numerical errors or
approximations. The classical solid modeling theory assumes that
all sets of points and functions may be represented exactly by data
structures and algorithms. We know that this is not true, but the
issues of errors and precision are delegated to “robust” geometric
computations or practical implementation issues for system de-
signers. It should not be surprising that most of the proposed
translation solutions are either very limited or provide ad hoc
heuristic solutions without any guarantees. A common business
practice to alleviate the translation problems altogether is to stan-
dardize on a single geometric modeling kernel, but this practice
appears to be expensive, limiting, and unacceptable for many ap-
plications. Use of exact computations is not helpful because exact
computations make no sense with much of the engineering data
that is inherently imprecise. Lacking fundamental remedies to the
translation problem, the industry has embraced “healing” �CAD

data repair� as a method for ensuring the quality of the model in a
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eceiving system. But such modifications of the original geometry
re dangerous, expensive, and provide no guarantees. We discuss
hese approaches and other related research in Sec. 2.

The fundamental difficulty with all proposed solutions is that
hey are not based on a suitable formal model. In particular, we
ill demonstrate in Sec. 3 that the classical notions of solid rep-

esentation validity and consistency �based on the assumption of
xactness� are too simplistic for data translation problem. As im-
lied by the diagram in Fig. 1, a proper formal model for data
ranslation must explicitly account for three sources of errors: ap-
roximations of geometric primitives, different precisions of
valuation algorithms, and inconsistent or ill-defined rules. In this
aper, we describe a recently developed theory of �-solidity that is
esigned to deal with such approximation and precision errors,
nd apply it to several specific common instances of the data
ranslation problem.

1.2 Approach and Outline. After briefly summarizing in
ec. 2 previous efforts on geometric data translation, in Sec. 3 we
ormulate the general data translation problem based on several
eal world examples. We define validity and consistency in the
ontext of data translation, and focus on the issues of validity in
he rest of this paper. Specifically, in this paper, we are interested
n the most common case of data translation where the represen-
ation rules are assumed to be the same in the sending and the
eceiving systems. Thus, we assume that boundary representations
re translated into boundary representations, CSG representations
o CSG representations, and so on. This means that translation
roblems may arise only from approximations of primitives
nd/or changes in the precision of evaluation algorithms.

In Sec. 4, we first summarize the theory of �-solidity �14,15�.
his theory relies on finite size neighborhoods, �-topological op-
rations, and �-regularity to formulate the notion of �-solidity in
rder to deal with issues of data accuracy and algorithm precision
n geometric modeling. We show that, under the proposed model,

systematic classification of common data translation problems
uggests that in many cases validity may be maintained without
ealing. Open issues and promising extensions of the proposed
pproach are considered in Sec. 5.

Related Work
A vast amount of literature exists on the subject of geometric

obustness that also deals with issues of data errors and algorithm
recision. In this sense, CAD data translation appears to be a
pecial case of the general geometric robustness problem. But
here are also important differences. For example, exact computa-
ion is one popular technique originally proposed to address the
obustness problem in geometric computations �16–18�. The basic
hilosophy of this approach is to generate exact output model
rom exact input model by using exact integer arithmetic, rational
rithmetic, or algebraic computations. But this philosophy is not
ractical in the context of CAD data translation, because most
ngineering models are intrinsically imprecise, and many useful
ngineering computations cannot be represented using exact arith-

Fig. 1 A generic geometric data translation diagram
etic. Furthermore, CAD data translation is a relative simple

14 / Vol. 6, SEPTEMBER 2006
one-step2 problem, while the general robustness problems must
assume that an output of geometric computations is used as the
input for geometric operations iteratively. In addition, CAD data
translation usually involves two modeling systems with different
precisions while robust computations only involve a single “na-
tive” modeling system �we take the data translation among mul-
tiple systems as a sequence of data translations between respective
two systems�.

Several other proposals attempted to deal with imprecision of
data and/or algorithms. Notably, Guibas, et al. �19� proposed an
epsilon geometry framework for building robust geometric algo-
rithms out of imprecise computations that arise from the use of
finite precision arithmetic. Their results are not applicable to the
solid modeling and translation problems because they assume that
geometric data are exact and they only deal with computational
geometry predicates �such as coincidence, collinearity, point in-
clusion in convex polygon, and convexity�. In �20,21�, Edalat and
Lieutier proposed a domain solid model to extend the classical
r-set model in solid modeling.3 The underlying philosophy of
their model is to use two disjoint open subsets �A ,B� called par-
tial solid to capture the interior and exterior of a classical solid X
at finite stage of computation by using dyadic voxels or rational
polyhedron. The formulation does not appear to provide any
mechanism to connect the theory to practical representations and
algorithms in solid modeling. A related notion of approximate
interval solid �22� arises naturally from numerical considerations
and was used to repair defective geometric models �23� and to
develop robust algorithms for intersection of surfaces �24�.

Below, we briefly review previous work that is specifically re-
lated to the translation problem. Broadly, these efforts can be cat-
egorized as tolerant computing and geometric healing. Use of
numerical tolerances in solid modeling has been advocated by
many in order to improve the robustness of modeling computa-
tions �25–27�, and, consequently, to allow use of imprecise data
and different precision in the receiving system. Typically, numeri-
cal tolerances are assigned to vertices, edges, and faces in a solid
boundary representation, and inferred geometric tolerance zones
are used to maintain the relationships between the geometric en-
tities. After every computation, the tolerances are updated incre-
mentally in an attempt to maintain the consistency between the
geometric data and the topological �combinatorial� structure of a
boundary representation. Implied by all tolerant modeling ap-
proaches is the notion that a toleranced representation is valid if
there exists an exact r-set whose boundary has the same combi-
natorial structure and lies within the tolerance zones. However,
such a definition of validity is not practically verifiable, and the
proposed approaches differ in the proposed heuristic algorithms
for deciding on validity. For example, it is shown in �25,26� that
some choices of tolerance values may lead the proposed algorithm
to the erroneous answers. Commercial software systems such as
ACIS �28� and Parasolid �29� rely on tolerant modeling and sug-
gest default tolerances for improved reliability, but do not offer
any deterministic rules for maintaining tolerances or provide guar-
antees of validity.

In the absence of guaranteed solutions with toleranced models,
both industry and academia embraced “geometric healing” or
CAD data repair as the only pragmatic solution to the data trans-
lation problem. The idea appears straightforward: since we know
that the original data were valid in the sending system, and that
translation may have introduced some small changes in data or
algorithm precision, it should be possible to fix the model in the
receiving system by making small changes in the representation.
In essence, geometric repair is another attempt to find that one
r-set model that guarantees solidity. A variety of repair procedures

2In othor words, every translation can be viewed as a unit process that may or
may not introduce additional errors.

3As there are inconsistencies between the two papers, we refer to the newer paper

�21� for discussion.
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ave been proposed for linear polyhedral models �30–34� as well
s for more general solids �23,35,36�. Perturbation techniques
23,31,35� attempt the repair by matching and modifying vertices,
dges, and faces that ought to be merged in order to maintain the
opology of a boundary representation. Because this is not always
ossible, more drastic repair procedures use triangulations to fill
oles and gaps between adjacent faces �30–32� and/or allow sub-
tantial changes in topological structure for the sake of repair. A
ore successful example of these approaches is the linear poly-

edron repair method based on space decomposition into convex
ells by planes associated with polyhedron’s faces �34�. A valid
oundary representation model is generated by reevaluating the
oundary of the union of all solid cells that are judged �heuristi-
ally� to be inside the solid.

To summarize, all known repair techniques have limitations and
rovide few guarantees. They also may be computationally expen-
ive. For example, it is known that optimal matching of vertices
nd/or edges for repair is NP-hard �23,30�. But by far the biggest
roblem with geometric healing algorithms is that they alter
he original geometric data, with possibly unpredictable and
angerous consequences. If the repaired data are translated into
et another receiving system, they may become invalid and in
eed of healing again; if the repaired data are translated back into
he original sending system, they may or may not be valid again.
n both cases, the geometric models before and after healing will
ever be the same. The formal model of validity advocated in this
aper is consistent with the overall philosophy of tolerant model-
ng, but it does not seek or require the existence of an exact
-set. Under this model, we showed in �14� that some popular
olerant modeling algorithms are not sufficient, and that typical
epair algorithms are not necessary for maintaining the solidity of
oundary representations.

Formulation of Data Translation

3.1 Motivating Examples. Many references �1,37–41� have
llustrated various data translation problems. We will not attempt

ig. 2 Even minor changes in geometric primitives during
ranslation may invalidate the model: „a… original model and „b…
failed attempt to repair the translated model

ig. 3 Healing algorithms may drastically change important
eometric properties: „a… the original model with smooth
lends and „b… an automatically repaired model with sharp

orners

ournal of Computing and Information Science in Enginee
to add to the long list of well-known difficulties, but rather con-
sider a few carefully chosen but real examples that provide im-
portant insights into the nature and intrinsic sources of the general
translation problem. The choice of commercial systems in the fol-
lowing examples is not important, because the problems are ge-
neric. The described difficulties are representative of the current
state of the art and do not indicate inferiority of any specific
systems.

Example 1. The first example illustrates the well-known fact
that even minor changes in geometric representation may invali-
date the model, causing irreparable difficulties in data translation.
In this case, the model shown in Fig. 2�a� is created in SolidWorks
and saved in the STEP �STandard for the Exchange of Product
model data� neutral data exchange file format �42�. Then the STEP
model is reloaded into SolidWorks, but was found to be invalid.
The built-in healing algorithm attempted but was unable to re-
cover a valid solid, generating instead the model shown in Fig.
2�b�.

The above situation is common when geometric representations
are archived in another non-native format. For example, saving
the same model in ACIS format instead of STEP leads to similar
difficulties. This double data translation corresponds to a situation
in Fig. 1 where no new errors are introduced in the evaluation
algorithm by the receiving system �because it is the same as the
sending system�. The problem arises because primitives in the
boundary representation—in this case, filleting surfaces and inter-
section spline curves in the original model—are mapped approxi-
mately into the STEP format by the translator.4

Example 2. The second example �Fig. 3�a�� is intended to show
that even when geometric healing is successful in repairing the
received model, the result may not be always acceptable. The
double translation procedure is identical to the first example, ex-
cept, in this case, the healing algorithm is successful and generates
the model shown in Fig. 3�b�. The smooth blends near the corner
have been replaced by sharp corners in the translated model; such
drastic changes are not acceptable for engineering applications
where blend radius is an important parameter.

Example 3. The third example shows that differences in preci-
sion of evaluating algorithms are also key ingredients of the trans-
lation difficulties, even when the changes in geometric represen-
tations are negligible. The solid model in Fig. 4�a� was created in
SolidWorks using only planar and cylindrical primitives with in-
teger and fixed-precision coordinates. The dimensions of the
model range from 0.001 mm �the minimum thickness of the part�
to 1000 mm �the length of the part�. The model is translated into
Pro-Engineer through the STEP format, and both formats support
exact representation of the original primitives. Therefore, it is rea-
sonable to assume that the changes in geometric representation
during the translation process remain negligible. Figure 4�b�
shows the translated model after it is evaluated in Pro-Engineer. It
is certainly a valid solid, but with a drastically different shape that

4Similar translation problems are common whenever tangent surfaces are approxi-

Fig. 4 Evaluating the same geometric data with different pre-
cisions results in inconsistent solids: „a… the original model
with small feature in the sending system and „b… the received
model with small feature removed after healing
mated in the course of translation.

ring SEPTEMBER 2006, Vol. 6 / 215
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s not likely to be consistent with the intended use of the original
olid.

This last example demonstrates clearly that a geometric repre-
entation alone does not uniquely define a set of points. Rather,
he set of points, and therefore all its properties, are also deter-

ined by the properties �in particular, precision� of the evaluation
lgorithm. In this case, Solidworks relies on incidence testing al-
orithms with a default tolerance of 10E–6 mm, while Pro-
ngineer uses a relative tolerance of 10E-6 times the maximum
ize of the bounding box of the model measured in meters. The
atter effectively determines the smallest feature size to be
0E–6 m, matching the minimum thickness of the model in Fig.
�a�. The evaluation algorithm includes the process of merging
hat Pro-Engineer now considers coincident geometric entities,

nd results in the “repaired” model shown in Fig. 4�b�.

3.2 Anatomy of Translation. Conceptually, every geometric
ranslation procedure involves three ingredients: primitive map-
ing, rule mapping, and possibly modified evaluation algorithms.
his view is reflected in Fig. 1, is born out by the examples, and

ncludes classical solid representation conversion problems. For
xample, when boundary representation is evaluated from CSG,
rimitive halfspaces in CSG are mapped into surfaces, curves, and
ertices of the boundary representation; regularized set operations
re replaced by combinatorial topological rules forming faces,
dges, loops, and shells; and the CSG point membership classifi-
ation �PMC� algorithm is replaced by the corresponding PMC on
oundary representation. Not all of the ingredients need to play a
ole in each translation problem. In each of the above translation
xamples 1 and 2, the rule mapping is identity and the evaluation
lgorithm is unchanged. In Example 3, geometric primitives re-
ain the same, but the evaluation algorithm is modified.
Primitive mapping is often accompanied by approximations

hat introduce data errors. The most common change in an evalu-
tion algorithm corresponds to change in precision of point mem-
ership classification tests.5 Under most scenarios, the transforma-
ion of rules is a matter of logic and semantics and generally does
ot introduce numerical errors. Based on these observations, our
pproach to the data translation problem recognizes explicitly the
wo sources of errors: uncertainty of geometric data and precision
f PMC algorithm, while ignoring any issues associated with rule
appings.6

3.3 Validity and Consistency of Translation. From the
bove examples, we observe that there are two types of problems
n data translation: validity and consistency. In Example 1, a solid
hat is deemed valid in the sending system is judged invalid in the
eceiving system. Examples 2 and 3 show that valid translations
ay not always produce expected solids that are consistent with

ntended use, particularly when healing algorithms alter the origi-
al geometric model. Furthermore, the classical notions of validity
nd consistency of solid models as defined by Requicha in �13�
re not sufficient to formulate the translation problem. Under the
lassical definition, the geometric models in sending and receiving
ystems cannot be consistent in the presence of any approxima-
ions in geometric primitives. On the other hand, Example 3
learly shows that validity of a geometric model is not absolute
ut is relative to a particular evaluation procedure used by a
ystem.

In order to properly account for the roles of geometric approxi-
ations and algorithms that are specific to individual systems �re-

all Fig. 1�, we will say that a translation is valid if the original
eometric model is valid in the sending system and the translated
odel is valid in the receiving system. Our definition of translation

5It can be argued that all geometric algorithms sooner or later reduce to a finite
umber of point membership tests �43�.

6This is not to say that rule mapping is a trivial issue; for example, the outstanding
ssue of persistent naming continues to undermine the ability to translate and ex-

hange parametric representations of solids.

16 / Vol. 6, SEPTEMBER 2006
validity is axiomatic in the sense that it does not depend on spe-
cific interpretations of validity criteria. This implies that even dif-
ferent interpretations of model validity are permitted. For ex-
ample, if a solid boundary representation is translated into a
surface model, it may still be valid in a receiving system that
performs surface visualization and/or area computations. Further-
more, this definition recognizes that model validity depends not
only on the geometric model but also on the specific evaluation
procedure used by the system.

Consistency of translation may be defined in the same spirit.
We will say that a valid translation is consistent if the original
model and the translated model are indistinguishable under spe-
cific comparison criteria. Once again, this definition is axiomatic;
it recognizes explicitly that the notion of consistency depends on
the comparison criteria which may involve a variety of geometric
�e.g., volume, area, minimum feature size, distance�, topological
�e.g., homeomorphism, homotopy, combinatorial�, and other com-
putable measures. It is logical that the notion of consistency ap-
plies only to valid translations, because, at the very least, the
translated models must be valid for the purpose of evaluating the
specified comparison criteria. For example, if we want to compute
the difference between volumes of the original model and the
translated model, we need to know first that volume computations
are supported by the corresponding systems.

The above definitions suggest an approach for formulating and
solving geometric translation problem. Since validity is a neces-
sary condition for consistency, it must be established first. Accord-
ingly, the remainder of this paper deals with validity of translation
of solid models. This in turn requires formulating and evaluating
solidity of geometric models in the respective systems in the pres-
ence of errors and approximations.

We chose not to explore translation consistency in this paper for
several reasons. First and foremost, consistency is clearly an ap-
plication specific notion. For example, in certain applications �for
example packaging�, it may be perfectly acceptable to translate a
complex solid into its convex hull or a containing ball, while this
clearly would not be acceptable for purpose of process planning or
detailed design. Thus, it would be counterproductive to put the
issue of consistency before the issue of validity, or worse yet to
use an arbitrary assumed concept of consistency in place of
validity—a common practice in many geometry healing and repair
applications.

Arguably, validity without consistency does not solve the whole
problem, but without proper notion of validity, we have no hope
for verifiable solutions to consistency problems. A proper notion
of solidity should include the classical theory as a special exact
case �thus supporting exact computational models�, support cur-
rently used ad hoc solutions �such as using the same modeling
kernel throughout the translation process or adjusting tolerances to
increase model robustness�, and allow for trivial or drastic trans-
lations such as in the above examples. At the same time, since the
representation rules are often preserved under translation �thereby
eliminating from consideration trivial translation cases�, the issue
of validity in the presence of errors and variable precision is far
from trivial.

4 Data Translation With �-Solids
In this section, we briefly summarize the theory of �-solidity

developed by the authors in �14� and demonstrate how it can be
applied to the data translation problem.

4.1 Theory of �-Solids. Classical solid modeling theory
builds upon the notion of r-sets, defined as bounded, semi-
analytic, and closed regular subsets of E3 �13�. This definition of a
solid is “ideal” in the sense that a solid is a set of points with
dimensionally homogeneous interior and well-defined boundary,
and a neighborhood of every boundary point contains points in the
set interior as well as points in its exterior. However, in real ap-

plications, we are unlikely to compute this exact single set X even
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hen using an exact representation such as CSG, because of the
se of finite precision algorithms, and in most cases the represen-
ations themselves are inaccurate. In �14�, we argue that a more
ppropriate mathematical model of solid is �-solid defined as
ollows:

DEFINITION 4.1. An �-solid is an �-regular set interval �X− ,X+�
ith nonempty X− and bounded X+.
This definition requires new concepts of �-regularity and set

nterval, which are explained below. Intuitively, we replace the
otion of a single set by a family of sets that are in some precise
ense close to each other. This is justified by the pragmatic view
hat whenever the distance between sets is smaller than the size of
rrors, the sets should be viewed as one and the same solid. For-
ally, a set interval �X− ,X+� is the class of sets �X� such that

−�X�X+, where X− is an open set and X+ is a closed set. X− is
alled inner, and X+ is called outer. A subinterval �Y− ,Y+� of
X− ,X+� is the class of sets �Y� such that Y−�Y �Y+, with the
nner Y−�X− and the outer Y+�X+.

The notion of �-regularity of a set interval is a generalization of
he classical notions of open and closed regular sets. Traditionally,
olidity is formulated in terms of the topological concepts and
perations of closure k, interior i, and boundary � that are inter-
reted in terms of infinitesimal size neighborhoods. In contrast,
naccuracy of data and finite resolution of the algorithms imply
hat the neighborhoods of every point may be represented only up
o some finite size. This in turn requires redefining the usual to-
ological operations. In �14�, we proposed epsilon-topological
ounterparts of the classical topological operations: �-closure k�,
-interior i�, and �-boundary ��, where � is a non-negative real
umber. Intuitively, � corresponds to the maximum algorithm pre-
ision and/or maximal data precision. The definitions are straight-
orward generalizations of the classical operations.7

We then define an �-regular interval similarly to regular sets,
ut using �-topological operations and a pair of set inequalities in
lace of the usual equalities.

DEFINITION 4.2. A set interval �X− ,X+� is �-regular if, for a
iven non-negative real number �,

i��X+� � X− � X+ � k��X−� . �1�

The above definition can have two special cases when �=0: a
losed regular set X has a bounding interval �i0�X� ,X� and satisfies

0�X+�=X−�X+=k0�X−�; an open regular set X has a bounding
nterval �X ,k0�X�� and satisfies i0�X+�=X−�X+=k0�X−�. Intu-
tively, the definition of �-regular interval requires that the errors
f size less than � are tolerated because they are hidden within the
nterval �i��X+� ,k��X−��; the boundary of the solid becomes
thickened” to correspond to boundaries of all sets within the
nterval. In �15� we have shown that �-regularity implies that the
ausdorff distances between X− and X+, their boundaries, and

heir complements are all bounded by �.
The above definitions of �-regularity and �-solidity generalize

nd subsume the classical definitions of regularity �both open and
losed� and solidity, which correspond to the special nominal case
f �=0. The notion of �-solidity formalizes the concept of validity
or interchangeable geometric models, providing both the notion
nd the measure of geometric variability � that can be used simul-
aneously at different levels of resolution. For example, it is not
ifficult to show that:

THEOREM �SUBINTERVAL SOLIDITY�. Any subinterval �Y− ,Y+� of
-solid �X− ,X+� is �-solid.
This result is of paramount practical significance because it

llows to verify the solidity of interval �Y− ,Y+�, even when the

7For example, a point x is said to be in the �-closure of set X, denoted k��X�, if for
very r��, an open ball B�x ,r� of radius r centered at x intersects the set X. The

perations of �-interior i�, �-exterior e� and �-boundary �� are defined similarly.
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interval itself is not computable, by testing a larger containing
interval �X− ,X+� that is computable. Additional details and prop-
erties of �-regular sets and �-solids are studied in �14�.

The theory of �-solidity allows a precise and systematic formu-
lation of problems involving data accuracy � and algorithm pre-
cision �. Consider one of the most basic tasks of assigning seman-
tics to a given geometric representation �CSG, boundary
representation, etc.�. A fundamental property of any unambiguous
representation is its ability to support PMC queries to determine if
a given point is inside, outside, of boundary of the represented
solid. Assuming that the precision of the PMC algorithm is �, the
PMC� test with respect to an exactly represented X is defined in
terms of the �-topological operations as:

PMC��p,X� = �IN if p � i��X� ,

OUT if p � e��X� ,

ON if p � ���X� .
�

In other words, the semantics of the representation is defined by
the interval �i��X� ,k��X��. This induced interval can only be
�-regular with ���. If a geometric representation R� of X has
errors of size �, the corresponding PMC procedure has to have its
accuracy ��� to maintain the assumed semantics. For example,
if a representation is supposed to be connected within some reso-
lution �, then applying PMC with smaller � may invalidate the
connectedness semantics. Figure 5 shows the general paradigm of
�-solid modeling, where the modeling space consists of �-solids,
and the representation space consists of pairs of �R�, PMC��. Un-
der this paradigm, we say that a representation �R�, PMC�� is
valid if application of PMC� on R� induces an �-solid.

4.2 Maintaining �-Solids in Data Translation. The pro-
posed validity formulation of geometric data translation problem
relies on the geometric model validity in both the sending system
and the receiving system, as described in Sec. 3. Thus, we will
assume that a geometric model is valid in the sending system, and
ask Under what conditions is the translated model valid in the
receiving system? The term “valid” can now be interpreted to
mean that “a geometric model with accuracy � is an �-solid with
respect to a suitable PMC� algorithm with precision �.” Let �, �,
� be data accuracy, algorithm precision, and solidity measure in
the sending system respectively, and let ��, ��, �� be the corre-
sponding quantities in the receiving system. There are four pos-
sible types of data translation, depending on possible changes to
data accuracy � and algorithm precision �:

4.2.1 Accuracy is Fixed �=��, Precision is Fixed �=��. The
sending system and the receiving system have the same accuracy

Fig. 5 Modeling and representation spaces for �-solids with
limited data accuracy � and algorithm precision �
of geometric data and the same precision of evaluation algorithms,
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nd there are no approximations in translation. Then, if the model
is an �-solid in the sending system, it will remain to be an

-solid in the receiving system.

4.2.2 Accuracy is Changed ����, Precision is Fixed �=��.
oth systems evaluate the models with the same algorithm preci-

ion, but the geometric model in the receiving system has a dif-
erent accuracy ��. This happens, for example, when a model is
rchived in a neutral format and subsequently reloaded into the
ative system �recall Example 1 in Sec. 3.1�, or when a curved
urface model is tesselated into an approximate polyhedron
odel. The received model may or may not be valid under the

ame precision ��=�. Specifically, when the received model is
ess accurate with an increased value of ��, the precision �� of the
MC�� procedure may also need to be increased to maintain ��
�� in the receiving system. If the received model has smaller ��

han the original � value of the sending model, �� automatically
atisfies ����� in the receiving system.

Assuming the condition ����� is satisfied, the receiving sys-
em induces a different set interval �X−� ,X+�� from the original
X− ,X+� in the sending system. If the inner X−� becomes empty or
he outer X+� becomes unbounded, then the received model cannot
e a valid solid. However, in most practical situations, the re-
eived model approximates closely to the sending model, and the
onditions of nonempty inner and bounded outer are usually
aintained. A conservative analysis of what happens to the solid-

ty constant �� is not difficult, as shown below.
Let the sending model �X− ,X+� be �-regular, and the change in

he inner and outer sets is bounded by some constant �. In other
ords, if the inner X− does not grow by more than � from X−�, and

he outer X+� does not grow by more than � from X+, we have

k��X−�� � X− and k��X+� � X+� . �2�

hese conditions together imply that k���X−���X+�, where ��
2��+�. Similarly, if the outer X+ does not shrink by more than
from X+�, and the inner X−� does not shrink by more than � from

−, then

i��X+�� � X+ and i��X−� � X−� , �3�

nd therefore i���X+���X−� also with ��=2��+�.
Intuitively, the received model satisfying Eqs. �2� and �3� is a

ossibly larger �might be tighter� set interval approximating the
riginal one. It should be clear that if i��X−� is nonempty, then the
nner X−� is still nonempty. Also, if k��X+� is bounded, then the
uter X+� is still bounded. Therefore, we conclude that if �X− ,X+�
s an �-solid and the changes in the inner and outer sets are
ounded by �, then �X−� ,X+�� is guaranteed to be an ��-solid with
�=2*�+�. The above is a conservative worst case analysis,
ince a direct comparison of X−� and X+� may in fact give a smaller
egularity constant ��.

4.2.3 Accuracy is Fixed �=��, Precision is Changed ����.
he geometric model is transferred exactly, but the two systems
valuate the model with different precisions �see Example 3 in
ec. 3.1�. In current practice, the change of precision � often

riggers “healing,” which is neither necessary nor sufficient �14�.
n contrast, the following analysis shows that �-solidity is usually
uaranteed in this case.

If the precision of the receiving system is higher than that of the
ending system �����, with ������, a tighter set interval
X−� ,X+�� is induced for the model in the receiving system. Based
n the subinterval solidity theorem, we know that the model must
e a valid ��-solid with ��	� being smaller than the original
alue of � in the sending system. Specifically, let the model
X− ,X+� in the sending system be �-regular, and let the translation

atisfy
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i��X−�� � X− and k��X+�� � X+. �4�

Then, in the receiving system a tighter precision �� grows the
inner by at least � and shrinks the outer by at least �. In this case,
it is straightforward to show that the conditions k���X−���X+� and
i���X+���X−� are satisfied, with ��=�−2��. This guarantees that
�X−� ,X+�� is ��-regular. Furthermore, if the original model �X− ,X+�
is an �-solid, then the received model �X−� ,X+�� is also guaranteed
to satisfy the conditions of nonempty inner and bounded outer.
Thus, if the original model is an �-solid, the received model is
guaranteed to be an ��-solid. �By definition, the received model is
also an �-solid, but we are usually interested in the tightest pos-
sible bound.�

When the precision of the receiving system is lowered ���
���, a larger set interval �X−� ,X+�� is induced for the model in the
receiving system. Based on the subinterval solidity theorem, we
know that the received model is a valid ��-solid if X−� is still
nonempty and X+� is still bounded, but for some possibly larger
and computable value ��. The bound of ��=2��+� can be esti-
mated following a procedure analogous to the previous case of
changing accuracy �. However, in contrast to the previous worst
case analysis, the set interval �X−� ,X+�� is guaranteed to grow
whenever �� increases.

4.2.4 Accuracy is Changed ����, Precision is Changed �
���. This is the most general and most difficult case of geometric
data translation. The received model is affected by a composition
of data errors and changes in the algorithm precision. The solution
in this case will be a combination of techniques used in the special
cases identified above.

5 Conclusions

5.1 Summary. We demonstrated that the proposed formula-
tion allows systematic classification and investigation of problems
in geometric data translation. In particular, the theory of �-solidity
suggests that many current methods for validity checking of
boundary representations are neither necessary nor sufficient for
maintaining �-solidity in the presence of numerical inaccuracies,
whereas geometric healing procedures may be avoided in many
common situations.

A number of practical steps may be taken immediately in order
to alleviate the problems in geometric data translation. For ex-
ample, a widely practiced technique of decreasing precision by
increasing � of the receiving system in order to make a model
valid is a simple implementation of the requirement that ���; of
course, this may also increase �, producing a substantially differ-
ent solid. When the precision � of the receiving system is known
a priori �and this is usually the case�, a known valid �-solid model
may be simulated in the sending system for validity with different
precisions �.

Our observations suggest that modifying a geometric represen-
tation in order to find some imaginary “correct” solid may not be
a good idea in most circumstances. If anything needs to be
“healed” on the receiving end, it probably should be the topology
and not geometry, in recognition that different choices of con-
stants � and � may lead to substantially distinct topological inter-
pretations. This statement may be extrapolated to more general
tasks of simplification and small feature removal, such as those
required in finite element meshing. A possible approach to such
tasks is to induce �-solids for larger values of � starting with the
original geometric data. Our formulation allows estimating the
Hausdorff distance between original and translated �-solid, but
this gives no other guarantees on consistency of the result. As we
explained in Sec. 3.3, validity of the translation and �-solidity, in
particular, provide a starting point for dealing with issues of trans-
lation consistency that are necessarily application specific. We

have not considered these issues in this paper.
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5.2 Significance in a Broader Context. It is generally ac-
epted that modern mass production and most of the manufactur-
ng technologies of the past century would not be possible without
he concept of interchangeable parts �44�. The doctrine of inter-
hangeability dictates that a mechanical part may be replaced by
nother “equivalent” component without affecting the overall
unction of the product.8 Prior to the adoption of this principle,
anufacturing was a custom art practiced mainly by skilled arti-

ans on a small scale. Implementation of the principle of inter-
hangeability required a definition of part equivalency; early prac-
ices relied on functional gauges that later were replaced by
tandardized principles of tolerancing �focused on specification
nd control of geometric variability� and metrology �inspection of
anufactured parts through measurement and analysis of errors�.
oday, tolerancing and metrology are mature disciplines and ac-

ive areas of research—driven partly by the emergence of new
anufacturing technologies and partly by the eternal drive to im-

rove our notion of “equivalent” parts and behaviors.
With the emergence of computer-aided design and manufactur-

ng over the last 40 years, most engineering tasks today are per-
ormed virtually, by simulating them on computer representations
n place of physical parts and processes. One could argue that
irtual engineering has become an enterprise for manufacturing
irtual components themselves. The object of manufacturing, in
his case, is the computer model of a physical artifact, and the

anufacturing processes are the above computer transformations
nvolved throughout the life cycle of this model. It is our belief
hat tolerancing and metrology of interchangeable virtual compo-
ents is as important to the future of virtual engineering, as inter-
hangeability of mechanical components was critical for emer-
ence of mass production and modern manufacturing practice.

As with all manufacturing processes, virtual engineering is in-
erently imprecise due to limited data accuracy and approximate
eometric computations. However, virtual engineering differs sub-
tantially from other manufacturing technologies because �1� it is
highly customized production, where each component is some-
hat different, and statistical methods may not apply; �2� virtual

ngineering involves highly repetitive manufacturing processes,
ecause many components undergo similar or identical manufac-
uring transformations; �3� geometric accuracy and algorithm pre-
ision of the same component vary widely and concurrently be-
ween processes and systems; and �4� in contrast to real

echanical components, virtual components cannot be assumed to
e valid objects.

The first observation may seem to suggest that interchangeabil-
ty of virtual components is not an important issue. The second
oint implies that the critical bottleneck in manufacturing of vir-
ual components is interoperability: the ability to rapidly transfer a
iven virtual component between a variety of manufacturing pro-
esses. But the thrid characteristic of virtual engineering explains
hy achieving interoperability is difficult: interoperability de-
ands interchangeability of different instances of the same com-

onent in the presence of errors and approximations. The final
ssue of component validity is clearly a prerequisite for any solu-
ion to the problem of interchangeability. We hope that this paper
ffers the first step in that direction.
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